For Hospitality

Protect Your Business
& Customers with
a Fully Integrated
Security System

Verkada simplifies and modernizes physical security management by combining
cameras, access control, and environmental monitoring onto one easy–to–use platform.
Learn how the hospitality industry is utilizing Verkada to remotely monitor health, safety
and security across businesses.

Video Security
Hybrid cloud cameras offer onboard storage and edge–based processing to reliably
deliver insights in real–time.
Access Control

Sensors

Manage doors, credentials and users
across sites at ease with global access
and active directory integrations.

With a collection of eight onboard sensor
readings, monitor for the health and
safety of all environments.

Alarms

Verkada Guest

Catch and respond to break–ins with
cloud–managed intrusion detection
and 24/7 professional monitoring.

Personalize the check–in experience for
all types of visitors while integrating with
cameras and access control.

24/7 Proactive Security

Monitor From Anywhere

Real–Time Occupancy Management

Know instantly when repeat offenders
are on site or suspicious activity occurs
after–hours.

Remotely access doors, cameras, and
sensors from Command, Verkada’s web–
based platform.

Set proactive alerts to detect crowding and
visualize traffic patterns with heatmaps.

Search Filters for Quick Investigations

Share Video for Incident Response

Gain Operational Insights

Use powerful forensics to filter people,
vehicles, motion and other key attributes.

Locate, download and share footage from
any browser or mobile device in minutes.

Improve staff efficiency and customer
experience with data–driven insights.

Key Benefits
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For Hospitality

Built For Your Organization
IT & Security
• Plug–and–play with a single PoE
connection — no NVRs, servers, or
complex configurations.
• Set user–based roles across your
organization to ensure proper access.
• Control costs with predictable TCO and
an industry–leading 10–year warranty.

Risk & Safety Professionals
• Quickly isolate events with advanced
filters for quick investigations.
• Receive instant SMS alerts when a
Person of Interest is on–premise or
motion is detected afterhours.
• Ensure liability protection with
onboard storage for up to 365 days
and unlimited cloud archiving.

Owners & General Managers
• Oversee all sites on one cloud–based
platform, easily accessible through any
web browser or mobile device.
• Easy–to–use without time–consuming
training or onboarding.
• Share live feeds, floor plans or archived
footage via SMS, MP4, or direct link.

Customer Testimonials

Wood Ranch BBQ & Grill
“The ability to manage all cameras at
my fingertips, from any location, is
powerful. This allows my team to respond
to incidents quickly, without having to
worry about performing a number of
complicated steps to access cameras.”

Equinox Fitness Club
“There are no secrets to becoming successful
with Verkada. The way the system works
is effortless– from the way it’s installed, to
getting it up and running.”

Torchy’s Tacos
“The installation with Verkada is very simple.
We no longer need a power supply and a DVR;
it’s just a PoE line and it’s plug–and–play.... It
takes minutes to bring online.”

John Spirko
Senior Director of Loss Prevention

Matthew Lambrecht
Senior Manager of Technology

Pausa Bar & Cookery

Meridian at Courthouse Commons

Scott Callegari
IT Manager

GAIL’s Bakery
“Now managers are able to pull up cameras
on their phones or iPads. It takes seconds
for them to see what’s going on and gives
them peace of mind that everything is
under control.”
Brett Parker
Brett Parker
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“Creating motion grids to identify incidents has
been a particularly helpful feature. We select
an area of interest, and Verkada pulls up clips
and thumbnails of all activity that occurred,
making it quick and easy to find what we’re
looking for.”
Steve Ugur
Co–owner

“Verkada’s web platform is the most user–
friendly I’ve experienced compared to other
solutions on the market. Not only is it quick
to learn, it’s also easy to navigate and use on
a day–to–day basis.
Paige Hughes
General Manager
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